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Abstract
Background While the preclinical development of type 2
diabetes is partly explained by obesity and central adiposity,
psychosocial research has shown that chronic stressors such
as discrimination have health consequences as well.
Purpose We investigated the extent to which the wellestablished effects of obesity and central adiposity on
nondiabetic glycemic control (indexed by HbA1c) were
moderated by a targeted psychosocial stressor linked to
weight: perceived weight discrimination.
Methods The data came from the nondiabetic subsample
(n=938) of the Midlife in the United States (MIDUS II)
survey.
Results Body mass index (BMI), waist-to-hip ratio, and
waist circumference were linked to significantly higher
HbA1c (p<0.001). Multivariate-adjusted models showed
that weight discrimination exacerbated the effects of waistto-hip ratio on HbA1c ( p<0.05), such that people who had
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higher waist-to-hip ratios and reported weight discrimination had the highest HbA1c levels.
Conclusion Understanding how biological and psychosocial factors interact at nondiabetic levels to increase
vulnerability could have important implications for public
health and education strategies. Effective strategies may
include targeting sources of discrimination rather than
solely targeting the health behaviors and practices of
overweight and obese persons.
Keywords Diabetes . Weight discrimination . Obesity .
Individual differences

Introduction
The prevalence of type 2 diabetes has risen steadily over
the last three decades [1] and this trend is expected to
persist. In the United States, more than 23 million adults
have diabetes, 57 million have pre-diabetes, and an
estimated one third of children born in the year 2000 will
suffer from diabetes at some point in their lifetime [2, 3].
The preclinical progression to type 2 diabetes is only partly
explained by obesity and fat distribution, sedentary lifestyle, genetics, and aging. Even obesity and central
adiposity, perhaps the most frequently documented and
most well-understood risk factors for type 2 diabetes, do
not translate to an inevitable risk for diabetes: while more
than 80% of people with type 2 diabetes are obese, most
obese people never develop diabetes [4]. Therefore,
researchers have looked for additional factors at multiple
levels that influence glycemic control [5]. Emerging studies
have documented that psychosocial vulnerabilities, such as
various types of stress and depression, may dysregulate
glycemic control even before type 2 diabetes is diagnosed
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[6–9]. The interplay of these and other risk factors,
however, is not well understood: biomedical research tends
to overlook psychosocial influences, whereas psychosocial
models frequently treat traditional biological risk factors as
noise factors to be controlled for statistically.
The overarching goal of this study was to integrate these
separate strands of previous biomedical and psychosocial
research by investigating whether the impact of the established
health risk factors on glycemic control was moderated by
perceived discrimination. Stigma is described as a social
construction influenced by cultural, historical, and situational
factors [10], and the visibility and perceived controllability of
the stigmatized condition are important determinants of who
will be stigmatized. Characteristics perceived to be the
responsibility of the person bearing the stigma are more likely
to be denigrated [11]. Biopsychosocial models of discrimination have a broader interest in the role of stress as a
determinant of social disparities in health [12] and describe
perceived race discrimination as a class of stressors with
consequences for health outcomes [13]. Previous research has
documented the direct harmful physical health consequences
of perceived discrimination for a range of outcomes including
mortality, hypertension, poor self-rated health, and blood
pressure reactivity [13–18] as well as mental health [19–21].
Weight discrimination is an important social stressor which
has only recently garnered scholarly attention. Theoretical
work on the origins of weight stigma has identified perceived
controllability of the cause of obesity as particularly important
[22, 23]. The prevalence of weight discrimination is
comparable to rates of race discrimination, particularly
among women [24], and translates into unfair treatment for
overweight and obese persons in domains of employment,
healthcare, and education [25, 26]. Obesity is considered one
of the most enduring stigmas, due in part to the perception
that extra weight is due to characterological flaws such as
laziness, gluttony, or lack of self-discipline [25, 26].
Building on this prior work that has documented links
between discrimination and health, the focus of our study
was to investigate individual differences in the relationship
between obesity, central adiposity, and glycemic control.
Specifically, measures of obesity (body mass index=BMI)
and central adiposity (waist-to-hip ratio and waist circumference) were the key biological risk factors, given their
well-documented causal relationships with dysregulated
glycemic control and type 2 diabetes [27, 28]. Specific to
obesity, perceived discrimination due to one’s body weight
was the key psychosocial factor and was expected to
amplify the effects of obesity and central adiposity on
nondiabetic glycemic control. Treating weight discrimination as an individual difference variable draws explicit
attention to the fact that some individuals, but not others,
perceive themselves to experience such discrimination. Our
focus on perceived discrimination as an individual differ-

ence variable is not about accuracy versus distortion in
perceptions of how one is treated based on personal weight/
body size—it is rather about the fact that some obese
people see themselves as treated unfairly by others, while
other obese people do not. Thus, the central question was
whether obese people who also perceived daily weight
discrimination (whether warranted or not) were more likely
to have dysregulated glycemic control than obese people
who did not report discrimination due to weight.
We know of no studies that investigate whether
perceived discrimination attributed specifically to one’s
body weight exacerbates the harmful physical health effects
of body weight. However, animal research provides initial
evidence that stress and obesity have interactive effects on
glycemic control. In a series of experiments, blood samples
were drawn from obese and lean mice after exposure to
stress. Both the lean and obese animals evidenced increases
in plasma glucose levels attributable to stress: however, the
effect was significantly larger in the obese mice [29].
In our study, glycemic control was indexed by glycosylated
hemoglobin (HbA1c) and provided a time-integrated measure
of blood glucose levels over the previous 2 to 3 months.
Glycemic control is essential for the management of type 1
and type 2 diabetes as high HbA1c is linked to diabetesrelated complications and cardiovascular events [30]. Recent
research highlights the importance of nondiabetic HbA1c as a
cardiovascular risk factor [31] and predictor of other diseases
[32, 33], suggesting that some health correlates of glycemic
control might emerge earlier (i.e., at nondiabetic levels) than
normally recognized. Current guidelines by the American
Diabetes Association recommend the use of HbA1c to
diagnose diabetes, with a threshold of ≥6.5 [34].
Specific Hypotheses
Consistent with prior studies, BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, and
waist circumference were expected to be linked to higher
nondiabetic HbA1c after control variables were adjusted.
We predicted that perceived weight discrimination would
exacerbate the effects of BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, and waist
circumference, resulting in higher HbA1c. This inquiry
builds upon studies documenting the direct effects of
perceived discrimination on health outcomes; however,
prior works on the moderating effects of discrimination
are notably absent from existing research.

Methods and Procedures
Study Population and Design
This study used data from the Midlife in the US (MIDUS)
II, a longitudinal follow-up of the original MIDUS I study
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(N=7,108) conducted in 1995/1996 to investigate the role
of behavioral, psychological, and social factors in understanding differences in physical and mental health. All
eligible participants were non-institutionalized, Englishspeaking adults in the coterminous United States, aged 25
to 74. Approximately 9–10 years after the baseline
interview, the respondents were re-contacted (longitudinal
retention rate was 75%, adjusted for mortality). MIDUS II
added comprehensive biomarker assessments on a subsample of participants who had completed a phone interview
and self-administered questionnaires. Forty-three percent of
the MIDUS II participants who were eligible to participate
in the biological data collection agreed to be in the study.
This rate is somewhat lower than other epidemiological
studies involving a visit to a health clinic (e.g., 57%
response rate in the Cardiovascular Health Study) [35].
However, the MIDUS biological protocol is more intensive
than other studies, requiring significant travel for most
respondents and also an overnight stay at the clinic. There
were no significant differences between the biological
subsample and the main MIDUS sample in the proportion
who are obese or who reported experiences of weightrelated discrimination. Additionally, the biological subsample was not significantly different from the main MIDUS
sample on age, sex, race, marital status, or income,
although the respondents in the biological protocol were
significantly more likely to have a college degree and
significantly less likely to have only high school or some
college compared with the main sample [36].
All analyses in this study used data from the biological
subsample of MIDUS II and included 1,255 participants
ages 35 to 86 (M=57.32, SD=11.55), more than half of
whom (57%) were female. We excluded 317 participants
from the analyses because of a self-reported diabetes
diagnosis, taking anti-diabetic medications, fasting glucose
above 126 mg/dl, HbA1c level above 6.5%, or missing data
on any variables used in the analyses, yielding a final
sample of 938 nondiabetic participants with complete data.
The nondiabetic subsample of the biomarker sample
included 96 twin pairs, thus raising potential concerns
about non-independence. We employed a resampling
strategy: one family member from each family in the
MIDUS data was selected and then analyses were reestimated with data that had been purged of dependencies
among sample respondents. These findings were then
compared with the results obtained when MIDUS samples
were combined (and thus included dependencies in the
data). We found no evidence for bias: the patterns of all
main effects and interactions remained the same and
coefficient sizes varied only slightly.
More details on MIDUS participants and subsamples are
available in another publication [36]. Table 1 includes the
descriptive information for all variables.

Measures
Dependent Variable: HbA1c
The HbA1c assay was a colorimetric total-hemoglobin
determination combined with an immunoturbidometric
HbA1c assay carried out using a Cobas Integra Systems
instrument (Roche Diagnostics) [37, 38]. The Roche
Diagnostics protocol stated that an intra-assay coefficient
of variation (CV) for this method ranged between 2.2% and
2.3%, and the inter-assay CV was 2.4%. Duplicate samples
submitted for quality control monitoring of our samples
documented a 0.43% CV.
Obesity and Central Adiposity
Obesity and central adiposity were the biological independent variables expected to predict nondiabetic HbA1c.
Obesity, indexed by BMI, was calculated using measurements obtained by MIDUS staff and was derived by
dividing a respondent’s weight (in kilograms) by their
height (in meters squared). Consistent with guidelines
established by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
(NHLBI), values below 18.5 indicated that an individual was
underweight, values from 18.5 to 24.9 were considered
normal, values from 25 to 29.9 indicated that an individual
was overweight, and values of 30 or greater identified an
individual as obese [39]. Central adiposity was indexed by
waist-to-hip ratio and waist circumference. Waist-to-hip ratio
was calculated by dividing an individual’s waist in inches
(measured around the abdomen just above the hip bone) by
their hip (maximum hip extension measurement); waist-tohip ratios of 0.90 or higher—for men—and 0.80 or higher—
for women—were considered high risk [39]. Current highrisk cut-points for waist circumference were 40 in. for men
and 35 in. for women [39].
Perceived Weight Discrimination
Perceived weight discrimination was the psychosocial
independent variable in this study [19]. Nine questions
assessed the frequency of exposure to daily occurrences of
perceived discrimination [40]. We focus here on indicators
of interpersonal or daily discrimination rather than institutional discrimination because the latter represents only a
small proportion of the actual instances of unfair treatment
based on personal characteristics [41]. Respondents were
asked “how often on a day-to-day basis do you experience
each of the following types of discrimination?”: (1) “you are
treated with less courtesy than other people”, (2) “you are
treated with less respect than other people”, (3) “you receive
poorer service than other people at restaurants or stores”, (4)
“people act as if they think you are not smart”, (5) “people
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Table 1 Means (and SDs) or
proportions for all measures
(N=938)

Mean (SD) or proportion
Dependent variable
HbA1c (range: 3.6–6.5)
Independent variables
Body mass index (range: 14.99–64.06)
Waist to hip ratio (range: .62–1.15 )
Waist circumference (range: 24.02–56.10)
Perceived weight discrimination (1=Yes)
Control variables
Race (1=White)
Gender (1=Male)
Age (range: 35–86)
Income (range, 0–300,000)
Education (8–21)
Taking cholesterol medications (1=Yes)
Number of cholesterol medications (range, 0–2)
Exercise three times a week (1=yes)
Fast-food consumption weekly (range, 0–5)
Current smoker (1=yes)
Global sleep score (range, 0–19)
Time Lag (months between survey and bio assessments) (range: 0–62)

act as if they are afraid of you”, (6) “people act as if they
think you are dishonest”, (7) “people act as if they think you
are not as good as they are”, (8) “you are called names or
insulted”, and (9) “you are threatened or harassed.” The four
response categories ranged from 1 (“never”) to 4 (“often”).
Respondents who indicated that they had ever experienced
any such mistreatment were then asked “what was the
main reason for the discrimination you experienced?” A
dichotomous indicator was created based on responses to
both sets of questions and revealed whether one had ever
(at least once) experienced mistreatment and this mistreatment was due to weight or height. Approximately 9% of
the sample reported experiencing such discrimination.
While it was not possible to ascertain how many of the
participants reported mistreatment due specifically to
weight, further analyses showed that all the individuals
reporting such discrimination had high-risk BMI, waist-tohip ratio, or waist circumference as defined by established
cut-points described in the previous paragraph [39].
Control Variables
Selected sociodemographic, health, and psychosocial
variables that have been linked to higher HbA1c levels
and risk for type 2 diabetes were included in the
regression models as covariates. Since higher HbA1c
levels have been documented among older adults and
ethnic minorities [42, 43], sociodemographic covariates

5.76 (.38)
29.02 (6.05)
0.88 (0.09)
37.55 (5.9)
0.09
0.83
0.43
56.87 (11.55)
73,801 (59,275)
14 (3.1)
0.24
0.26 (0.5)
0.79
2.34 (0.9)
0.13
6.05 (3.6)
26.39 (14.33)

included age, race, and gender. BMI is a powerful
predictor of type 2 diabetes that is independent of central
adiposity [44] and was also included as a control variable.
Statins influence glycemic control [45]; thus, we controlled for taking cholesterol medications and number of
cholesterol medications. Health behaviors linked to risk
for type 2 diabetes were controlled for and included
exercise frequency [46], frequent consumption of fast-food
[47], and current smoking [48]. Sleep patterns have been
consistently linked to risk for type 2 diabetes [49] so we
included a measure of global sleep based on the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index questionnaire that summed sleep
disturbances over a 1-month time interval (continuous,
range 0–19). The final control variable pertained to the
time lag (in months) between the time when psychosocial
and biological data were collected.
Overview of Data Analytic Plan
Hierarchical multiple regression was used and all models
were multivariate-adjusted. All continuous independent
variables and control variables were mean-centered and all
categorical variables were dichotomous. All interactions
terms were computed such that they were the product of the
main effects variables centered at their mean. Statistically
significant interaction terms were interpreted by graphing the
predicted scores for respondents in theoretically meaningful
groups (i.e., people who report weight discrimination vs.
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those who do not). Building main effect models involved
two steps. At step 1 of the multivariate model, all covariates
were entered (age, race, gender, income, education, taking
cholesterol medications, number of cholesterol medications,
exercise, fast-food consumption, smoking status, and global
sleep score). At step 2, one of each of the three measures of
obesity and central adiposity (BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, or
waist circumference) was added to the covariates. Building
interaction models included three steps: at step 1, all
covariates were entered; at step 2, one measure of either
obesity or central adiposity was included together with
perceived weight discrimination (i.e., BMI and perceived
weight discrimination); and at step 3, the interactive effect of
the two measures from step 2 was included (i.e., BMI ×
perceived weight discrimination).

perceived weight discrimination on HbA1c. We hypothesized that perceived weight discrimination would exacerbate the effects of BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, and waist
circumference, resulting in higher HbA1c. Results showed
that, net of all control variables, there was a significant twoway interaction effect only between waist-to-hip ratio and
weight discrimination on HbA1c (R2 =0.171, b=0.851,
p<.05). A graph of the analysis showed that weight
discrimination exacerbated the effects of waist-to-hip ratio
on HbA1c (see Table 2 and Fig. 1). Specifically, weight
discrimination did not affect the HbA1c levels among
people with lower waist-to-hip ratio: however, for people
with high waist-to-hip ratio, weight discrimination emerged
as a vulnerability factor. Perceived weight discrimination
did not moderate the effects of BMI or waist circumference
on HbA1c.

Results
Discussion
Bivariate Analyses
Bivariate correlations showed that HbA1c levels were
positively linked to BMI (r=.16, p<.001), waist-to-hip
ratio (r=.10, p<.01), and waist circumference (r=.17,
p<.001). Sleep problem scores were correlated with BMI
(r = .10, p < .01) but not waist-to-hip ratio and waist
circumference. T-tests showed that people who reported
discrimination due to weight were significantly younger
(t (936) = 5.44, p<.001) and had higher BMI (t (936) =
–9.54, p<.001) and waist circumference (t (936) = –5.95,
p<.001) but not waist-to-hip ratio. People who reported
discrimination did not differ significantly from those who
did not in their health behaviors (smoking, exercise, and
fast food consumption).
Main Effects Models: Obesity, Central Adiposity,
and HbA1c
We estimated the main effect models to investigate the
independent effects of obesity and central adiposity on
nondiabetic HbA1c. We hypothesized that individuals with
high BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, and waist circumference
would have higher HbA1c, net of control variables. Results
of the three rounds of step additions confirmed that after
adjusting for control variables, BMI (R2 =0.156, b=0.008,
p<.001), waist-to-hip ratio (R2 =0.157, b=0.749, p<.001),
and waist circumference (R2 =0.164, b=0.011, p<.001)
were linked to higher HbA1c levels.
Interaction Models
We estimated two-way interaction models to evaluate the
combined effects of obesity and central adiposity and

Our study capitalized on the strengths of a large national
sample survey of Americans to investigate risk factors and
psychosocial influences as complementary in their relationship to nondiabetic glycemic control. Results supported the
predicted hypotheses: the negative influence of all indices
of obesity and central adiposity on HbA1c was confirmed at
nondiabetic levels and, importantly, the exacerbating power
of perceived weight discrimination was documented.
Including weight discrimination as a targeted measure of
stress linked with the key biological risk factors helped
document that the physical burden of carrying excessive
weight was significantly exacerbated by perceptions of
discriminatory treatment due to the high body weight.
Specifically, the highest HbA1c levels were observed
among people who had high waist-to-hip ratio and who
reported weight discrimination.
The prevalence of perceived weight discrimination has
increased by 66% over the last decade [50] and obese
individuals face multiple forms of prejudice and weight
stigma, including interpersonal slights, insults, and workrelated discrimination [25]. This study contributed to the
growing literature on discrimination and health by documenting that the negative influence of self-reported weight
discrimination was not limited to the psychosocial aspects
of daily life or self-reported health outcomes but also
extended to a powerful biomarker of physical health. This
finding has potentially important implications for public
health policy and education. Recent studies on race and
health reveal that the well-documented health disadvantage
of Blacks relative to Whites may be exacerbated even
further due to the Blacks’ elevated risk of discriminatory
treatment—which may discourage them from engaging in
healthy behaviors or from seeking timely medical care [13].
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Table 2 Multivariate linear regression results (unstandardized coefficients) for waist-to-hip ratio, weight discrimination, and HbA1c (N=938)
Variables

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

b (SE)

R²

b (SE)

R²

b (SE)

R²

Age
Race (1=White)
Gender (1=male)
Global sleep score
Income
Education
Taking cholesterol meds (1=Yes)
# cholesterol meds
Regular exercise (1=yes)
Fast-food consumption (1=yes)
Current smoker (1=yes)

.009*** (.001)
−.083* (.033)
−.088*** (.024)
.001 (.003)
.001 (.001)
−.004 (.005)
−.159 (.101)
.217* (.091)
−.055† (.029)
.012 (.013)
.077* (.036)

.156***

.009*** (.001)
−.088** (.033)
−.156*** (.033)
.001 (.003)
.001 (.001)
−.003 (.005)
−.189† (.101)
.232** (.090)
−.048* (.029)
.012 (.013)
.067† (.036)

.168**

.009*** (.001)
−.086** (.033)
−.152*** (.033)
.001 (.003)
.001 (.001)
−.004 (.005)
−.197* (.101)
.238** (.090)
−.047 (.029)
.012 (.013)
.068† (.036)

.171*

Body mass index
Time Lag Variable
Waist-to-hip ratio
Weight discrimination (1=Yes)
Waist-to-hip ratio × weight discrimination

.008*** (.002)
−.002* (.001)

.005* (.002)
−.002** (.001)
.580** (.180)
.077† (.042)

.005* (.002)
−.002** (.001)
.488** (.186)
.075† (.041)
.851* (.430)

R2 values at each step include the R2 value of the current and all previous steps (i.e., R2 for step 3 is the cumulative R2 value for steps 1, 2, and 3)
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; †p<0.10

We suspect that a similar pattern may occur among
overweight and obese Americans. While our study documented that the negative effects of weight discrimination
were independent of certain health behaviors, such as
smoking, exercise, and fast-food consumption, previous
studies [25, 51] have documented that obese individuals
might not seek timely healthcare or comply with proper
healthcare regimens due to fear of mistreatment, teasing,

6.5

6

% HbA1c

5.5

5

4.5

No Weight
Discrimination

4

Weight
Discrimination

3.5
.62

1.15

Waist-to-hip ratio

Fig. 1 Weight discrimination exacerbates the effects of waist-to-hip
ratio on HbA1c (p<0.05). Waist-to-hip ratios in this figure include all
waist-to-hip values in our sample. Unstandardized regression coefficients were used to plot the interaction

and the demoralization that results from this mistreatment.
Thus, perceptions of persistent mistreatment may exacerbate the already harmful consequences of central adiposity
for a range of physical outcomes, including glycemic
control.
Possible Mechanisms
While the specific pathways that link obesity, central
adiposity, discrimination, and glycemic control are unclear,
the psychosocial moderation of waist-to-hip ratio, but not
other body weight measures, provides initial clues into
possible mechanisms. BMI, for example, is a surrogate
measure of body fat that may provide misleading information about body fat content, especially among older adults
for whom it may not detect the “conversion” of lean to fat
tissue that accompanies normal aging or among nonCaucasian people for whom the relationship between BMI
and body fat varies widely for different race/ethnic groups
[52]. Waist circumference and waist-to-hip ratio, in contrast, reflect central adiposity, which has been described as
a superior measure in predicting risk in the Diabetes
Prevention Program [53]. Hip circumference is potentially
important because it indexes muscle and/or fat mass at the
hips [54, 55], and larger sizes of leg muscle and leg fat have
been linked to metabolic protection against higher glucose
levels and risk for diabetes [55]. One mechanism that links
lower leg fat to metabolic problems is its relative
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insensitivity to lipolytic stimuli and high sensitivity to
antilipolytic stimuli: in effect, leg fat might act as a “sink”
for circulating free fatty acids generated by central
adiposity [52, 56]. This uptake of free fatty acids prevents
fat storage in liver, skeletal muscle, and pancreas, where
high levels would cause insulin resistance and beta-cell
dysfunction.
Since free fatty acids are a major mediator of the stress
response [57] and widely accepted as important contributors to the development of diabetes [58], they represent a
potential mechanism that might explain our results. Relevant to the present findings, chronic psychosocial stress
such as perceived discrimination might introduce the major
stress hormones (norepinephrine, epinephrine, and cortisol)
as well as more free fatty acids that modify the relationship
between the free fatty acids (produced by visceral fat and
taken up by leg fat depots) and glycemic control, and this
effect is more pronounced in people with an existing
vulnerability (such as high waist-to-hip ratio). Future
studies on psychosocial moderation of obesity and central
adiposity are essential for documenting intervening mechanisms: for example, the testable hypothesis that free fatty
acids are the main pathway that links stress to obesity,
central adiposity, and glycemic control is an important next
investigation.
Limitations
Finally, despite this study’s conceptual and methodological
strengths, the main limitations pertained to its cross-sectional
design which does not allow claims of causality. Furthermore, an important next step is identifying factors that
differentiate between obese people who report discrimination
and those who do not. Including competing measures of
different stressors should be the first part of this inquiry:
does perceived general stress make people more susceptible
to perceived discrimination and, importantly, are coping
skills a potential buffer in this relationship?
Implications for Prevention and Intervention
Public policies and educational interventions designed to
lessen the risk for type 2 diabetes and regulate glycemic
levels typically target the behaviors of overweight and
obese persons, including their diets, caloric intake levels,
and physical fitness levels. The value of such work is
undeniable. However, our study suggests that perceived
weight discrimination among people at risk for developing
type 2 diabetes is another potentially useful target for
interventions. Fostering effective strategies for managing
health behaviors as well as for coping with weight-related
discrimination may be useful combined objectives for
clinicians. For instance, research on coping with weight

stigma has documented that a range of coping responses
used to deal with stigma and effective strategies (e.g.,
positive self-talk, obtaining social support) are linked with
higher psychological well being among women who
report weight stigma [59]. Promoting effective coping
skills for dealing with weight stigma while also diminishing negative responses such as overeating or using food
for comfort could have important consequences for
glycemic control.
Our study did not adjudicate whether perceptions of
weight discrimination were objective or perceived only,
although previous research has documented both perceived
and objective weight-based stigmatization and unfair
treatment for overweight and obese persons in domains of
employment, healthcare, and education [25, 26]. In fact,
even health professionals specializing in obesity show
strong weight bias, indicating pervasive and powerful
stigma [60, 61]. Therefore, interventions also need to
address “those who do the discriminating” against overweight and obese persons [62]. Public education about the
challenges facing obese persons and about the pervasiveness of prejudicial attitudes towards them may help to
reduce discriminatory treatment. Legislative changes may
also be effective. To date, Michigan is the only state that
prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of
weight: the Elliot Larsen Civil Rights Act bans discrimination in employment on the basis of height and weight. In
the remaining 49 states, obesity is not a protected category.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 does not identify weight as a
protected characteristic, and only in rare instances can
severely obese people seek legal protection under Americans
with Disabilities Act legislation. Expanding protected categories to include obese persons may be effective for reducing
the extents to which prejudicial beliefs against stigmatized
individuals are translated into discriminatory treatment.
This study provides initial evidence that viewing biological and psychosocial factors as complementary influences is
important for understanding variations in glycemic control.
Ultimately, the goal is to design targeted interventions for
individuals who are considered at risk for developing
diabetes due to the combined presence of various psychosocial (i.e., perceived weight discrimination) and biological
risk factors (e.g. obesity). Strategies that tackle both the
discriminatory social environment faced by obese persons and
their adaptations to these environments may be consequential
for minimizing diabetes risk at the population level.
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